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INTRODUCTION 

Although chestnut (Oastanea dentata (Marsh.) Borkh.) has been a 
sta.udard wood for pole timbers, lumber, ties, and other products, the 
problem of salvaging 15,000,000,000 board feet of lumber 2 that has 
been or will be killed by the blight (Endothia parasitica (Murr.) A. 

iW and A.) in the area of the southern Appalachian Mountains is one of 
~ ~iihe largest of American forest problems. Maps published by the 
r4 ~Division of Forest Pathology 3 show that the blight is already widely eit"l. tributed here. If it continues to spread at its present rate-and 
() re is no reason to believe thet it will not-most of the virgin 
!1 estnut timber will be killed within the next 10 or 15 years.
§ b. The uses for the northern blight-killed, chestnut timber have been 
iii wudied by Nellis.4 Since the World War economic forces have 
~ ~Hunfortunately delayed the salvaging of much of the chestnut, par
~ . cularly in the more remote sections of the southern mountains 
" here the cost of logging and manufacturing has been greater than 
~ ~ the market price. In view of these facts, the rate of deterioration of 
Q) S chestnut in the southern Appalachians and the problem of salvage 
S (/) becomes of immediate concern to the iorester and the timberland 

owner. The primary purpose of this study is to furnish information 
on the rate of daterioration of blight-lcilled timber found in the South. 

I The .writers are indebted to G. F. Gravatt, R. P. :Marshall, R. M. Nelson, and R. B. Clappor, of 
the Division of Forest Pathology, who assisted in some phases or this project. 

l Estimate prepared by the }'orest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis., ) 92.'i. 
'GUAVATT, G. F., and GILL, L. B. CHESTNUT .BLlOHT. U. S. Dept.Agr. Farmers'Bul. 1641,18p., illus'. 

1030. 
',NELLIS,1. O. USES FOR CIIESTNUT TIMBER KILLED BY TIlE BARK: DISE1Sl!:. U. S. Dept. Agr'. Farmer~' 

But 582, 24 p., ilIus. 1914. 

59602--31-1 
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FIELD WORK 

The study of deteriol'ationolthe chestnut in the southern Appa
lachians embraced (1) a periodical examination for foUl' years on I) 
permanent flots laid out in cooperation with th~ Forest Service on 
the Natura Bridge National Forest, Va., 2 near Natural Bridge 
Station, and 3 on the Peaks of Otter, near Mons, Va. (pI. 1); (2) an 
exaIDination of the trees on temporary plots located at Bluemont, 
Gordonsville, Monticello, Natural Bridge, and Orange, Va., and 1 
plot at Mount Sanford, near New Haven, Conn., for comparison; 
(3) an examination of 1,496' felled chestnut trees for the study of 
heartwood decay at Gatlinburg, Tenn.; (4) the examination of trees 
for heart rot and checking at Floyd and Alto, Va., and Glenville 
N. C. i (5) the examination of slash on the Natural Bridge N ationJ 
Forest at Alto, Va.; and (6) the examination of 17 plots containing a 
total of 1,165 girdled or fire-killed trees on areas at Cow Knob, Va., on ,
the Shenandoah National Forest, at Alto, Va., on the NaturalBridge 
National Fo,>':lst, and at Glenville, N. C., near the Pisgah National ''-1
Forest. The,6a latter are referred to hereafter as "girdled" plots. ~.~ 

The permanent plots (1) permitted observations on a number of 
trees that had been dead for known periods, i. e., on all those that 
had died between 1925 and 1928. In making the annual records the 
bark was left undisturbed until the fourth year, when it was removed 
from all dead trees so far as necessary to determine the degree of loose
ness and tho area of sapwood decay. This applied also to those trees 
which had been dead a year or more when the first observations were 
made in 1925, and for which estimates as to the number of years 
they had been dead were made at that time. Since it was not possi
ble to fell the trees on the permanent or temporary plots, the per
centages of sapwood decay and bark loosening were estimated for 
each tree. Diameter and depth of decay at breastheight (4* feet) 
were measured. 

The temporary plots (2) were selected because their previous his
tory was fairly well known through their use in earlier chestnut-blight 
investigations. The method used in taking notes on these areas was 
identical with that employed on the permanent plots, but since only 
a few living trees remained at the time of observation (1925), it was 
necessary to estimate the number of years each tree had been dead. 
'I'he notes taken in the earlier investigations, and to a lesser degree 
the age of the oldest sprout, supplied a basis for making these esti
mates. Such a procedure undoubtedly pernlltted some error as far 
as individual trees were concerned, but gave a fairly accurate picture 
for each plot as a whole. 

The distribution of trees on both permanent and temporary plots 
in classes based on the number of years dead is shown in Table 1. 
From this table it can be seen that data on trees dead over five years 
are meager on t,he southern plots. It therefore seemed necessary to 
study an area which would give added information on conditions pre
vailing after trees have been dead five years. For this reason, one 
area on Mount Sanford, near New Haven, Conn' l is included with 
the temporary plots. Tho history of this area was known, and it 
was selected as a better basis for studying trees that had been dead 
for a longer period than. could be obtained for study in the South. The 
data from this northern region had little or no effect upon the aver
ages of the southern plots. 
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A. Chest.nut tree" lim! hayo h"('11 dellll for 12 Y"lIr". Tt'lIlpnmry 51111lpl,' plot In('utorl nenr the 
Natural nrid!-!:~ Xnlinnnl J'"nrpst, \·irgilliu: H, I)P(,IIY ('ulI!'l'fi by l'oIY[Joftt.'t pi/oral' :4('ilw. in stuve 
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TABLE 1.-Distribution oj trees on permanent and temporary plots 

Number' of trees dead (or-

Locality and type of plot 

Ponnanent plots:Mons, Va_____________________________ 46 69 12 3 9 4 ____ 2 6 ____________________Do________________________________ 47 13 2 ____ 18 8 3 ____________________________ 
Do________________________________ 48 9 5 ____ 14 11 ____ 2 ________________________ 

Natural Bridge Station, Va___________ 49 7 2 3 11 20 5 1 2 2 ________________ 
Do______________________________-_ 50 4 4 2 10 34 3 3 1 1 ________________ 

Total. __________________________________ 92 25 8 62 77 11 8 8 3 ________________ 
============= 

Temporary plots:Bluemont, Va_________________________ 26 1 ____ ____ 2 3 12 20 19 20 14 2 8 2 
Do________________________________ 27 13 2 7 10 7 11 20 18 4 7 1 1 1

Gordonsville, V!I.. ____________________ 29 14 7 6 10 9 24 16 9 4 4 ____________ 
Do________________________________ 30 13 2 16 23 19 11 11 2 5 2 ____________ 

Monti~1I0, Va________________________ 32 8 5 15 18 18 17 12 7 4 ____________ ,'__ _ 
Mount Sanford, Conn_________________ 33 4 ____ ____ 3 ____ 3 9 17 12 36 15 1 ___ _ 
Natural Bridge Station, Va ___________ 34 6 6 9 12 4 3 ____________________________
Orange, Va ____________________________ 35 7 8 13 18 28 19 6 ________________________ 

Total. __________________________________ 66 30 00 96 88 100 94 72 49 63 18 10 3 

===F==i========Orand total.________-___________________ 158 55 74 158 165 111 102 80 52 63 18 10 3 

Logging operations (3) near Gatlinburg, Tenn., made it possible to 
a.nalyze 1,496 felled trees for hel1rt rot in green timber. This felled 
timber was on two tracts, known as the Little Dudley and Roaring 
Fork mill sets. The chestnut was grouped into the upper-ridge type 
a.nd the lower-slope type, and the data for these two sites were 
recorded separately in the field. The so-ca,led Il cove type" of che~t
nut was not present here_ The type of rot, the presence or absence 
of fire scars, and the occurrence of fungus fruiting bodies were recorded 
for every tree on each site. 

In the investigation of the decay in dea.d standing timber (4), trees 
that had been dead for 3~, 8, 12, 15, 18, 25, and 30 years were fened 
and bucked. All of these dead trees 'were sectioned into a first, a. 
second, and, where present, a third log. Where decay was present, 
its extent and type were detennined by splitting open the logs. Cul
tures were obtained wherever possible from many of these sections, 
at the stump, in the first log, and in the second. log, to determine 
whether the heart-rot fungi were actually viable in much of this wood 
which appeare(\ thoroughly seasoned on the stump. 

For each of the diameter classes (1,2,3,4, and over 4 inches), 1,000 
measurements were recorded for 2-year-old slash on the Davis 1vlill 
Creek unit of the South River Lumber Co. sale, Natural Bridge 
National Forest, Va. (5). Five thousand measurements were obtained. 
in slash on the ground, and 5,000 !similar measurements in slash off 
the ground.3 The individual branches were chopped in half so as to 
expose +,he wood in radial sections for measurement. The diameter 
of the slash wood, the thickness of the bark, and the depth of the 
decay on both sides of the branch were measured to the nearest six
teenth of an inch. 

The trees on the girdled plots (6) were used chiefly for the study of 
checking in standing and fallen timber without sawing sections. 

I Slash 2 feet or more alI the ground and not protected from exposure ~ the sun by grDund cover waa 
dullDSted as "lIIash alI ground." 

http:THE-APPALAOHIA.NS
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(PI. 2, A.) The depth of checks on them was determined by inserting 
a. thin celluloid rule into the crevice and taking the distance to the 
outside of the bole, no allowance being made for wood that had de
cayed and sloughed off. The lengt.h of the checks was estimated. In. 
a.ddition, the checks. on 336 bucke.d trees were measured at the faces 
of the logs, from the very beginning of the fissure to the outside of the 
wood. The trees used ill this latter work were those located on the 
areas described in (4), in addition to some that had been felled and 
bucked for a study on tannin 6 at Cow Knob, neal' Criders, Va., and 
Cruso, N. C. 
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FIGURE I.-Rate of sapw.ood decay and bark falling on th.e first IMoot log in dead standing che.o;t,
llut. Percentages of bark tight, bark remaining, and area of sapwood decay are based on the 
total surface area oC the Jog. The right-hand scale for readinl\' the depth of decay Is comparable
to the per cent scale, sil)ce the average thickness of sapwood IS 0.26 inch. The solid.llne~ and 
points are based on datil from trees for which the exact time of death was known; dotted lines 
and hollow pOints arB based on data from trees for which tho time of deatp was estimated. 
(See p. 5) 

DECAY OF SAPWOOD AND FALLING OF BARK IN STANDING TIMBER 
RATE 

The decay of sapwood and consequent loosening and falling of the 
bark is brought about largely through the agency of various Hymeno
mycetes which develop after the cambium has been killed by the blight. 
Insects also aid in loosening the barrk. The species of fungi involved 
have been discussed in a previous paper.7 A few of the more important 
forms are mentioned later in this work. 

Since Endothia parasitica ordinarily attacks a tree first in or near 
the crown and works downward through the branches into the bole, 
the upper parts are usually killed from two to six years in advance of 

6 NELSON, R. M., and ORAVATt, O. F. TANNIN CONTENT OF DEAD CHESTNUT TREES. Jour. Amer. 
Leather Chemists Assoc., 24: 470-100, ilJus. 1929. 

l13AXTER, D. V. TIrll FUNGI AND TilE DECAY OF THE: UIJo:IUCAN CHESTNUT. Part 1. Papers Michigan 
Academy of Sc[en~, Arts and Letters, 14: 259-200. 1930. . 
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the butt. The speed a.twhichthe killing progresses along the longi
tudinal 'a'Xis of a stem is extremelye:rratic. Attempts to correlate the 
'ta.te .o'f killing with dia.meter or height of the trees proved unsatisfac
tory. Because of this irresularity, it was i~possible to arrive at 
anabsolu'tely common startrug pomt for studYIng the rate of decay. 
The bhe that seemed most satisfactory was the year in which the last 
living tissue above stump heigh t was killed. In some trees one-half or 
-ei7".en'Inore 01 the butt log may have died that year, while in others 
this point marks the death of a small area of cambium which had 
continued to maintain itself for one, two, or possibly three years after 
the rest of the log had died. 

The basic data showing the rate of sapwood decay and falling of 
bark on the permanent and temporary plots are givon in Table 2. 
The figures in boldface type were b_mmarized from the data taken 
on trees for which the time of death was positively known. They alone 
have been used in considering the trend of deterioration during the 

) first three 'Y~ars after the tI'ee died, and were used to plot the solid 
lines of the curves given in Figure 1. In order to follow deterioration 
beyond the third year it was necessary to make use of the data from 
trees for which the time of death had been estimated in the manner 
described on page 2. Here the combined averages of the permanent 
and temporary plots seemed to furnish the most reliable basis. 'rhese 
were used in plotting the broken lines of the curves in Figure 1. 

TABLE 2.-Bark falling and sapwood decay of chestnut trees on sample plots 
[Boldface type indicates data taken on trees (or which the time of death was positively known) 

First 16-foot log 

Number of years ~~r:s BarK Depth of Plot groupdead basis ----,----1 Area of sap de-
Arca Area re- sap decay g~Ja::. 
tight m!llning height 

-----.- ---------.J---- ------ -----
Nu'rnbtr Per ctm J Per cem Per cem Inch 

permanent____________________ 25 54 97 39 0.08Less than L ________ Temporary __________.._______ 30 76 98 36 .005 
{Comblned___ _________________ 55 0& .8 31 .088 

permanent____________________ 8 lI8 " 6S .015 
L ___________________ Temporary___________________ 66 62 !l9 52 .095

{Combfned ___________ . ___ .____ 74 58 99 52 .095 
permanent____________________ 02 12 98 88 .112____________________ Temporary___________________ 96 26 97 76 .15 

{Combined____________________ 158 21 97 80 .134 
permanent____________________ 77 Il .8 f6 .18 

3____________ •_______ Temporary___________________ 88 12 90 85 .130
{Combined ____________________ • 165 9 93 90 .147 
permanent-___________________ 11 0 92 08 .12

4____________________ Temporary___ ._______________ 100 9 79 90 .16 
{Combined____________________ 111 8 SO 91 .1~6 
permanent____________________ 8 0 81 !l9 .2750___________________ Temporary_____________ --____ 94 .. 73 96 .17 

{Comblned____________________ 102 <1 74 96 _________ _ 
permanent____________________ 8 0 87 100 .175 

6_ •• _________________ Temporary___________________ 72 3 63 96 .16
{Comblned____________________ 80 3 65 90 .162 
permanent____________________ 3 0 67 100 .2liO

7____________________ Temporary_. ______ .__________ 40 1 20 97 .155 
{Combined_________________.__ 52 1 23 97 .160 
permanent____________________ 0 _______________________________________ _ 

8 ____________________ Temporary ___________________ 113 0 12 99 .195 
{Comblned ___________________________________________________________________ •__ 

J Percentages are b1iSed on the total outside area ot the log. 

The agreement between the measurements for the permanent and 
temporary plots, respectively, where the population is sufficient, is 
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on the whole closer than between plots within either group. The 
marked discrepancy in the percentages of tight bark on the :first log 
at dead less than one year can well be attributed to the uneven rate 
of killing. The falling of bark from the UpPer parts of trees is ex
tremely erratic and can not in itself be used as a criterion for esti
mating, even roughly, the number of years a tree has been dead. 

Data for the :first log are shown graphically in. Figure 1. The 
three curves representing percentage values are directly comparable 
and indicate that the third year after death the sapwood and bark 
are no longer available for utilization. Even though 96 per cent of 
the bark may remain at that time, most of it is so loose that it would 
be knocked off in felling operations. The increase in dept,h of decay 
of the sapwood at breastheight is plotted directly in inches, as 
indicated on the right-hand scale of the graph. Since the average 
thickness of the sapwood as llieasured on over 100 green trees is ap
proximately 0.25 inch, this curve is, for practical purposes, com
parable to the others. In order to make this direct comparison, the 
scale was magnified beyond that which the B.ccuracy of the field meas
urements (taken to the nearest one~sixteenth of an inch) would 
require, and for this reason a smoothed curve has been drawn through 
the points in order to indicate the trend more clearly. 

As Figure 1 shows, the rate of sapwood decay and bark loosening 
is highest during the first two years after death and gradually sub
sides, becoming negligible after the sixth year. Examinations of the 
girdled plots showed that after this time reduction in diameter from 
deterioration would probably not exceed 0.25 inch in 20 or 30 years. 
These statements apply to the average tree. There are occasional 
instances where a fungus, such as Polystictus pargamenus Fr., attacks 
the sapwood and continues into the heart, causing decay of an inch 
or more in depth. 

MEASUREMENT OF LOSSES 

The actual changes resulting from sapwood decay and bark falling 
must be considered in terms of the product. It should be pointed 
out here that extract and pulpwood are important products of chest
nut in the southern Appalachians and make the salvage of limb 
wood and inferior timber more feasible than in the North. Unpeeled 
wood can be used for fuel and for the manufacture of extract and 
wall board. The volume reductions in unpeeled wood, due to decay, 
are considerable and obviously increase relatively as the diameter of 
the tree decreases. This is indicated on a percentage basis in Figure 
2. The curve is based on the difference in bole volumes, outside bark, 
and inside sa.pwood, respectively, of 84 trees near Damascus, Va. 
The volumes were calculated in cubic feet by Smalian's formula 8 

for 5-foot lengths with a minimum upper diameter of 3.6 inches. 
As the diameter increases above 15 inches, the volume of limb 

wood that can be utilized becomes appreciable. An estimate of the 
present loss from this source is presented in Table 3. The data were 
prepared from original notes 9 taken by the Forest Service on a 
inill-scale study at Bee T!'ee, N. C. The middle diameter outside 
bark of each 5-foot stick actually utilized for acid wood had been 
recorded to the nearest inch. The number of sticks in each inch class 

l{
'.A+IIX2'-V. 
, These Dotes were secured through the courtesy or w. W. Ashe, 01 the Forest ServIce. 

~----
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were tallied for each tree and the results summarized in 5-inch 
d. b. h.lo classes. The loss factors for each inch-diameter class were 
determined as follows: Nine trees were felled near Damascus, Va., 
and their limbs cut and stacked by an acid-wood chopper. The middle 
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diameters, outside bark, and inside sapwood of each piece in the stack 
were determined by averaging the measurements taken at both ends. 
The differences in basal area resulting from the loss of sapwood and 
bark and the consequent :reduction in the original volume, expressed 
in percentages, are shown in Table 4. These percentages were plotted, 
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and a smoothed curve was drawn tbrough the points, as shown· in 
Figure 3. The curve wus projected to 18 incbes, in order to utilize 
all possible data given in Table 3. Tbe curved values for even-inch 
classes were used in calculating the losses shown in Table 3. 

It Diameter breast high. 
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TABLE 3.-Volume loss in chestnut limb wood 00 

Middle dillmeter of stick outside bnrk (inches) 

Items of comparison D. ~. H. class IT ccs I Loss IAverage
(Inches) r "olume 

___1_1_11_4_11_5_1_6_1_7_1_8_1_9_1~1~~1~1~1~1~1~1~1 Totel 

~ o 

~ 
Num., \beT PtTcent 

15 to 19......... .1 99 49 

20 to 24......___ .1 123 1 30 I 

25 to 29......... .1 66 I 3~ I 

30 to 34...._____ .1 31 I 31 I 

35 to 39.._.......1 9 ! 201 

40 to 44,......__ .1 1 I 361 

Cubicfeet Number••••••__...... 
1. 301{volume (cubic feet) ... 

Volume ofloss__...... 

3. 47 f~~i}i~';;(cubic'footi::: 
Volume of loss ........ 

7. 00 I{~~:i'~:r(cubic'feet):::
Volume ofloss._...... 

10. 00 I{~~~';;(cubicCootC:
Volume of loss ...___.. 

8.13 1{~~:i'~:r(cubicfiiotC=
Volume o( loss. ___._._ 

23. 0 1{~~:i'~';;(CUbic-(eet):::
Volume of loss.....__• 

74 59 28 15 10 ---"'--- --- .. 
32. 6 40.1 27.4 20.1 17.0 ------- -----a2.6 14.7 9.0 6.0 4.9 ....3· 
110 143 77 51 18 15 

48.5 07.3 75.5 68.2 31.5 33.2 8.2 
48.5 36.0 24.0 20.4 8.8 8.9 2.2 

75 99 76 46 41 IS' 8 
a3.0 67.3 74.5 61.7 71.7 39.8 21.8 
33.0 24.9 24.6 18.5 20.1 10.7 5.9 

24 50 32 28 18 18 12 
10.6 34.0 31.4 37.6 31.5 39.8 32.8 
10.6 12.6 10.3 11.3 8.8 10.7 8.8 

4 6 5 2 8 7 1 
1.8 4.1 4.9 2.7 14.0 15.5 2.7 
1.8 1.5 1.6 .8 3.9 4.2 .7 

6 3 1 2 2 1 1 
2.6 2.0 1.0 2. i 3.5 2.2 2.7 
2.6 .7 .3 .8 1.0 .6 .7 -------

------ --_ ...... ------ ------ ... --- .. 
------ - ...  .. -- - .. -,..- .. ------ ... _---

.. .. 3· -----
0 4 1 

29.7 10.7 13.8 5.3 .. _---
7.7 4.1 3.4 1.3 -----
10 3 2 3 1 

33.0 11.8 0.2 16.0 6.1 
!l.6 3.1 2.3 4.0 1. Ii 

9 7 1 2 1 
29.7 27.5 4.6 10.7 6.1 
7.7" 7.2 1.1 2.7 1.5 

1 2 2 •_____ ..----
3.3 7.0 9.2 ------ --- ... 
.9 2.1 2.3 .----- .. _---
1 I _.._.. --- .. -- --- .. 

3.3 
.9 

3.9 -----
1.0 ---- .. 

---.- . .._---
------ ---_.... 

------ ------ -- .....-
_...... _- ------ -----
- ... _- ------ -- ..--
---_ ..- ------ -----
.. ----- -_ ..--- ---.-

1 1 ...... 
7.0 7.9 -----
1.7 1.9 ~--.. -

1 """ 1 
7.0 .---- 8.8 
1.7 ----- 2.1

1 ...__• -----
7.0 ------ -..,- .. -
1.7 .---- ----..

------ ------ _.. _--. 
------ ------ -----
------ ---- ..- -----

186 
137.7 
67.2 
434 

426.9 
166.2 

384 
460.8 
160.8 

204 
312.1 
97.1 

39 
73.1 
21.5 

18 
23.9 
8.6 

o 
~ 
b:f 

~ 
~ 
I>:) 
01 
--l 

ct 
rJl 

TotaL ___.. .1 
{NUmber______._._..__ 

329 1_____.._1..._.....1 Volume (cubic feet) ... 
Volume of loss __ •_____ 

293 
12H.l 
129.1 

360 
244.8 
00.4 

219 
214.7 
70.7 

144 
193.0 
57.8 

97 
169.7 
47.5 

59 
130.5 
35.1 

25 
68.2 
18.3 

30 
99.0 
25.8 

17 
66.8 
17.5 

8 
36.8 
9.1 

6 
32.0 
8.0 

2 
12.2 
3.0 

3 
21. 0 
5.1 

1 
7.0 
1.9 

1 
8.8 
~"l 

1,265 
1,434.5 

521.4 

~ 
I:!I 

~ 
1 Sticks under 3.5 inches disregarded. o 

>.g 

i 
~ 
ct 
~ 
I:!I 

• ..r~ iC?- -~-... .....I..-~ Al '\. It.-;-. ~,,_,_L 
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DETERiORATION OF CHESTNUT IN THE A.PPALACHIANS 


"TABLE 4.-Lmjs in volume oj chestnut limb wood jrom decay of sapwood and jalling 

of bark on various sizes oj 5-foot sticks 

Diameter or sticks 
SticksActual-------------,---1 ~~I~~~ B~~rJ~et 

loss used as 
AV8r· bark sapwood basisClass (Inches) age 

3.6 to 4.5________________________________________ _ Inched Sguare/eet Square/eet Per cent Number 
4.1 0.090 0.050 '44.5 504.6 to 5.5___________________________ •____________ _ 5.0 .139 .087 37.4 320.6 to 6.5________________________________________ _ 
6.0 .194 .130 33.0 266.6 to 7.5________________________________________ _ 
7.0 .266 .190 28.6 13 
7. 9 .340 .222 34.7 3 
S.9 .432 .303 29.9 

10.3 .579 .426 26.4 3,~tijJ~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 " 
10.8 .036 .472 25.6 1 

----~----~----~----~----~----
I Where the Bverage diameter Inside sapwood is less than 4.0 Inches, the entire stick Is considered lost. 

Obviously the loss figures presented here can not be used for making 
accurate calculations on any individual stand. The very best that 
could have been done in a study of this nature would have been the 
preparation of regional volume and loss tables for various site con
ditions. Inasmuch as such an undertaking was neither warranted 
nor possible and lay ou Gside the province of the Division of Forest 
Pathology, it is hoped that these methods can serve at least as an 
outline for making estiJlates from local volume-table data. 

'fhe financial losses will, of course, be dependent upon local eco
nomie conditions over limited periods of time and are not discussed 
in this bulletin. Where the bark is not included in the product, the 
losses due to decay of the sapwood are comparatively small. The 
;reduction in diameter inside bark of bole and limb wood will average 
about 0.5 inch. The loss for peeled extract wood will be approximately 
one-third to one-fourth of the values given in the tables and figures 
where the bark has been included. The losses in board-foot volumes 
are very small, and no attempt has been made to estimate them in 
this bulletin. 

DECAY OF HEARTWOOD IN STANDING TIMBER 
DECAY IN GREEN TIMBER 

The utilization of killed chestnut is in part dependent upcn the 
amount of inferior grade of wood already in the forc;st before the treeS' 
are blighted. However, as much of the decay found in chestnut. 
occurs in the basal section of the trees, such defective portions are
butted off and the remaining sound sections salvaged. 

In a mill-scale study of 221 trees at Waynesboro, N. C., HedgcockU 
found more decay in the butts and first logs than in the logs taken 
from the upper part of the bole. The extent and area of the macro
scopic decay in the timber were determined by following the logs· 
through the mill. His unpublished data indicate that the types of' 
decay were similar to those reported later on the Tennessee area (3~. 
p. 2). Hedgcock measured the decayed portion of each decayed. log
as to length, width in lower end, width midway or in the canter of,' 
the decay, width 12 inches from the upper end, and the cross-section 

II Data arranged from unPublished notes of o. O. lledgccck which were lent to the writers for thiS Inves
tigation. Theda notes were taken on a Forest Service mill-scale study of southern Appalachlan.herdwooda
In 1928. 

59602-31-2 
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area at the upper and lower ends. The decay in this timber extended 
up the bole only 2 to 4 feet in 44 per cent of the trees in which rot 
was found in the first log. The average extent of the decay in the 
butt was found to be 5 feet. The logger is concerned, however, in the 
number of logs that are 100 per cent decayed and the number of logs 
that can be salvaged by long butting. As chestnut logs are of 
different lengths, depending on sweep, crook, crotch, knots, etc., it is 
evident that the percentage of decay based upon the total length of 
each log is an important figure. 

The percentage of decay based on total log length for the first, 
second, and thira logs on the area at Waynesboro is shown in Table 
5. It can be seen that decay extended throughout the total length 
of only 7 first logs, 3 second logs, and 1 third log. In 54 of the first 
logs showing decay the extent of the rot was less t.han 50 per cent 
of the log length and less than 25 per cent of the log length in 30 
first logs. The actual amount of decay on the area, therefore, is 
not great, since decay was found in only 73 first logs out of a total 
of 221 examined. In records based on scale of the trees in the woods, 
the Forest Products Laboratory finds a. deduction of 11.4 per cent 
in Appalachian chestnut for rot or punk and a total deduction for 
defect, including sweep, crook, crotch, rot or punk, shake, fire dam
age, surface defect, and operating defect, of 24.3 per cent. 12 

TABLE 5.-Extent of decay in first, second, and third chestnut logs at Waynesboro, 
N. C. (based on log length) 

Percent- Percent-Basis BasisageoC ageotAverage Decay Average Decsytotal totallmgth based on length based on number numberoClog total Percent- oCJo~ total PercentoClogs olIogs(Ceet) length Logs ageo! (Ceet length Logs age of showing showingtotal totaldecay decay 

First log: :Per ct11/ Number Per ctnt Second log: ________ Perunt Number Per cent PeT centPercent 1414.8_______ 100.00 7 3.17 '9.59 100.00 3 1.42 '13.0412________14._______
16________ 78.65 1 .45 1. 37 75.00 1 .47 4.3416__ •_____
14 ________ 75.00 1 .45 1.37 14 ________ 62.50 2 .95 8.69 
10 ________ 10________ 71. 50 1 .45 1.37 57.20 1 .47 4.34 
12 ________ 16________ 70.00 1 .45 1.37 50.00 1 .47 4.34 

66.66 1 .45 1.37 43.75 I .47 4.34 
16________ 16________ 
14._______ 12________64.35 1 .45 1.37 41.65 1 .47 4.34 
15________ 16________ 62.50 2 .90 2.74 37.50 1 ,·47 4.34 
15________ 50.00 <1 1.81 5.48 31.25 1 .47 4.3414________

46.52 1 .45 1. 37 28.60 1 .47 4.3416________ 14________43.75 3 1.36 4.11 25.00 2 .95 6.8914________ 16________ 
16________ 12._______ 42.90 1 .45 1.37 18.70 3 1.42 13.04 
14________ 14________ 37.50 4 1.81 5.48 16.66 3 1.42 13.04 
12________ 16________ 35.75 1 .45 1.37 14.20 1 .47 4.34 
16________ 33.33 1 .45 1.37 12.50 1 .47 4.3414.3. _____31.25 4 1.81 5.48 0 188 89.10 --------14.2_______ 25. CO 9 4.07 12. 33 -----------Total14_ 21.40 4 1.81 ___ --- ... ----- 211 --------- _... _-----10___ 5.48\20.00 1 .45 1.37 = -------16____:::: 18.70 4 1.81 5.48 Third log:12________ 16________

16.66 4 1.81 5.48 100.00 1 .93 d 11.1114________ 12________14. 20 6 2.71 8.22 83.30 1 .93 11.1116________ 14________ 
14________ 12.50 9 4.07 12. 33 57.20 1 .93 11.1116_ • ______7.15 1 .45 1.37 50.00 2 1.85 22.2216________ 14_.______6.25 1 .45 1.37 35.71 2 1.85 22. 2212________14.7___.-__ a 145 65.61 --------- 33.33 1 .93 1l.1112..______Unmer- 25.00 1 .93 11.1113. 7 ______ chllnt- 0 99 91.67 --------able • ___ --------- 3 1.36 ----..---- -----------TQtal___ 

Total_I_________ r----- --------- 108 ... _------- --------
221 

• Totalnumber squals 73. • Total number equals 23. 
• Probably the logs Wet8 obviously not worth sawing. d Total number equals 9. 

U O.lBVlI:B, R. D., and MILLER. R. SMALL SAWMILL UTIUZATION OF APPALACHIAN HARDWOODS. PAnT 
L LUMBER. U. S. Dept. Agr .. Forest Servo In cooperation with the Univ. Wis. 103 p. 1929. (Mim
eographed.) 

http:Unmer-25.00
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DETERIORATION OF CHESTNUT IN THE APPALACHlANS 11 

It is rather generally believed that various correlations exist be
tween the prevalence of decay and site. Such relationships probably 
vary with the different sites on which the chestnut-is growing. On 
the Tennessee areas studied, and where the cove type of chestnut 
was not present, the larger number of trees that were decayed grew 
on the ridge-top sites. (Table 6.) The reason for this is diffi.cult 
to explain. There the soil is dry, and the site is not one that pro
duces a high qualitv of timber. There is a ftee access of wind there, 
and branches are frequently broken off. This, of course, extends 

;' the possibilities for fungous infection. As the ridge-top site is a 
J, drier one, fires probably have been more severe and have occurred 

perhaps more frequently during the life of the trees than on the 
more moist slopes. Although the best growth of chestnut is usually 
found on slopes with a northerly aspect, there seemed to be little 
difference in the presence of rot on the slopes facing different direc
tions. The number of trees examined that were growing on different 
aspects snd the decay present are recorded in Table 7. 

TABLE 6.-Types of decay in green chestnut timber on different sites in Sevier 
County, Tenn. 

Trees with-

Trees on- Total trees with rot 
Polyporus Polyporus Type of decayDiameter class spraguel type pllotne 1 type Imknown(inches) 

Lower Lower LowerRidge Lower Ridge Ridge Lower Ridge Ridgeslope slope slope slope slope 

Num- Num- NlI.m- Num- Num- Nltm- Num- Num- Num- Per Num- Per 
ber ber ber ber bllr ber her ber ber cent ber eentr. to 13__________ 57 74 4 13 2 4 2 5 8 14.0 22 29. 7

14 to 15___ -_____ 73 133 0 20 1 8 3 10 10 13. i 47 35. 4
16 to 17__.-_____ 60 1,,0 0 32 2 9 r. 18 17 28.3 59 39.3
18 to 19.. _______ r,O HI 5 30 3 12 9 I;; 17 24_6 57 40.5
20 to 21 ___ - _____ fl1 129 7 39 2 9 6 I4 15 24.6 62 48. o22 to 23_________ 3{ ii 6 16 3 5 G 22 ]5 44.1 43 liii. 8 
2{ to 25_._-_____ 33 102 7 22 1 5 1 13 II 27.3 40 39. 226 to 27_________ 2S 58 6 HI 1 tl 3 10 10 31\ 7 32 55. 2 
2S to 29___ ------1 1~ 59 2 17 2 5 5 11 9 00.0 33 56. o30 to 3L_______ 11 ~5 1 10 0 5 2 5 3 27.3 20 80_ o
32 to 33_________ 27 3 5 2 4 2 n 7 87.5 15 55. ; , 

lfj " _" 4 9 4 4 3 5 II 68.7 18 72- o34 to 37.._-_____ ?
38 to 4L________ 5 4 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 80.0 2 50. o42 to 45_________ :i (, 2 4 0 1 I 1 3 100.0 6 100. o 
4~ to 49_________ 0 0 1 0 I 1 100.0 2 100. o
50 to 64.._______ 2 0 1 2 0 4 100.0 3 100. o~ ~I ~ 

TotnL __ 481 11. OI~ ;'7 236 24 70\53" He 143 29.7 461 45.4 

1 'l'he name PoIvpom8 'pilolae S,llv.-. has appeared e.,;tensively In American publicationS. P. pilolae
Sehw. and P. croeeM Fr. arc, bowever, considered as synonymous in the literature. 

TABLE 7.-Number of chestnut trees and rot present on slopes of different aspects, 
Bevier C01m£y, Tenn. 

Polypo- Po!ypo- Type of 
Aspect Trees rus. rus decay Total Tot 

spraguel pilotae unknown 
type type 

----------------1·---------------
Number Pu cent Per ant Per ctnt Per centN orth___________________________________.__ _____ ____ 150 15.3 4. 0 18.0 37.3East_._________ •_______ •• ___ ______ __ ______________ ___ 847 19.0 6.3 12. 6 37. IISouth____________________________.____________ ______ 117 23.7 4.1 12.4 40_2weSt. _________•____ •______________••___ ______ ____ ___ 406 23.3 7.4 13.0 43.8 
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In the majority of heart-rot studies, relationships are usually 
·aetermined between age and decay, as well as between diameter and 
decay. Such data are used in regUlation studies and aid in the deter
mination of the period of rotation. In chestnut stands sU{Jh studies 
in regard to rotation would now be useless, since the chestnut blight 
has thrown out American chestnut from all forest-management plans. 
Facts obtained regarding the relation between the age and the decay 
are therefore of little practical.value in the utilization of chestnut. 

DECAY IN DEAD TIMBER 

In the dead trees felled in both the study of tannin content 13 and 
for the present study, the characteristic heartwood decay was found 
similar to that already recorded for green timber. Both the "piped 
rot," Polyporus puotae type (pI. 2, B), and the brown friable cubical 
rot, P. sulphureus and P. spraguei types (pI. 3), were found in stand
ing trees p~actically regardless of how long they had been dead. 

In the tImber that had been dead for 3~, 8, 12, 15, 18, 25, and 30 
years (4, p. 2) there seemad to be no correlation between the number 
of decayed dead standing trees and the number of years such trees 
had been dead. On one sample plot listed in Table 8, 100 per c(\nt of 
the trees that had been dead for 8 years were sOlmd, while only 40 
per cent of the trees .dead for only 3 ~ years on another plot were 
sound. On plot No.9, 70.8 per cent of the trees were sound even 
though they had been dead for 25 years, whereas on plot No.5 only 
19.4 per cent of the trees dead 12 years were sound. 

Table 8 indicates that one may expect to find a surprising number of 
sound trees in stands that have been dead as long as 25 years. Fence 
posts, mine timbers, ties, extract and pulpwood, and even lumber can 
be salvaged from such wood. Many of the trees felled for this study 
on the heartwood decay were converted into cordwood and sold to 
extract plants. Lumber cut from trees that had been in a dead stand
ing condition for 10 years before felling is shown in Plate 4, A. Tie 
timbers made from chestnut dead for 6 years are shown in Plate 4, B. 

II NELSON, R. M., and GRAVATT, G. F. Op.cit. (See rootnote 6.) 
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PQ!VPoru., .'wagllr; 1IT1 e1w,tnut p,traN wlJOIlthnt had h""ll ill 'tora~" lor I \\"0 llIonths. i'..'praguri 
rOllljnU{h~ to rllt Ill(' wood neH1r tiWlrt't' Iw~ I'N'n rellt·(J. ~()((l tlw whitt' fruiting hmly o( lhi~ 
(lJnglJ~ on tilt' tmdl~· di:-:('ust'd ~tj('k of {l\.lnH't \\ 0( d 
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\, 

B. pllUtl)J.!T'lJ IJI,.1 b~ C,h'OLr,1 Litlld,d.J itl :"w\\ '\ !Irk l"ttt(I' 

.\. Clw~tntlt huuhpf ~aw('d from d(l,td I n'l'~ Ihal had bN'fj kJIit'd 1,~ l-!irdlinJ.: HI ~ (':Ir.. llt'(on' ("utt lUg' 
'l'hjs ltl!ltbf'r. tiP"'pitf< tlw JIOfir nWlhlll! Hr tllhng-. 1:0- ... 1111 IIwrt,halll:thh' 'par :\Jlural Hrid~t' 
:'\ntlonal Ffln\o"l~ YItj!iul'L B. Tw... ";IW\'d (rolll ('h{1~tllttl Ihal II!! .... btl('ll dp:ld ror .. j\ \f'ar", 
\ltlJ(Jll~h tlw 'O:f(HHIlUI , .. tl('(·;(~ed. Hf(" ht'Hrr\\ m/(I h tll ~(j{Jd cfm,lffJofl • ..l 



TABLE S.-Rot types/rom sections 0/ dead ii:!andino chestnut trees 
[Po Indicates Polyporus) 

Trees sbowlng decay 

Plot 


First logTime Second log i
dead 

~o. Locality P. SPfll'! P. Pi.! P. SUI.!P. berk.! Un· I I L ~ 

Trees I guel lotae pbureus eleyU known Sound so~ p. SPfll'! P. Pl.! P. Sui.! 'Gn· I 11
Trees I guel lotae pbureus known Sound so~g~type type type type type type type type typo ~-I 1___1___1___ 1___1___,___,_______,.___,, ___,___•___________, _______ 

Year. Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Per cent Number Number Number Number Number Number Per ctllt1 Floyd l Va.......................... .. ~ 

3H 15 2 1 2 ........ 4 6 40.0 16 ........ ........ ........ 6 10 00.6 

8 16 ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ 16 100.0 16 1 ........ ........ 16 93.8
2 Glenville. N. C ..................... .. 


3 Glenville. N. C. (Bryson area) ........ 

4 Cold Mountain. Va .................. 8 15 3 1 .. ...... 1 10 66.6 15 ........ ........ ........ 1 14 03.4 ~ 

Ii OIenvllle. N. 0. (Jackson area) ....... 12 25 ........ ........ ........ ........ 3 22 88.0 25 ........ 2 ........ 1 22 88.0 

6 Cold Mountain. Va __ ................ 
 12 31 14 5 ........ 1 6 6 10.4 20 14 ........ ........ 4 11 37. U 


15 23 ........ 2 1 ........ I 10 82.6 22 ........ ........ ........ 2 20 00.9
7 OIenvllle, N. C. (Bryson area) ........ m18 11 6 ........ ........ ........ 3 2 18.2 11 3 1 1 6 54.l!
8 OIenvillo, N. C. (Franks area) ........ 

18 12 3 2 ........ """" 6 1 8.3 11 3 2 3 3 27.3 

25 24 ........ ........ ........ ........ 7 17 70.8 24 1 2 20 83.4
o Cold Mountain, VB. __............... 

]0 Do............................... 
11 OIenvllle, N. C. (Wilson area) ........ 30 24 1 ........ ........ ........ 20 3 12.6 17 2 ........ 10 5 20.4 


30 30 16 4 1 ........ 3 6 20.0 31 14 8 3 4 2 6. Ii 
 ~ 
z 
a 
>

~ 
i 

...... 
CA:) 
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DECAY OF SAPWOOD IN SLASH AND FALLEN TIMBER 

The rate and type of decay in the sapwood of chestnut slash corre
spond generally to that recorded for dead standing timber. Records 
that have been {)lbtained from various regions inille southern Appa
lachians, and which are supported by the measurements mentioned in 
the following paragraphs, show that the sapwood of chestnut slash 
is decayed generally within two years. The two measurements 
obtained in the manner described on page 3 were averaged, and this 
figure was used as the basis for determining the percentage of decay. 
Although the depth of decay in chestnut slash is not uniform over the 
entire sapwood, the percentages expressed in Table 9 are believed to 
be representative of what is to be expected in the decay of sapwood in 
slash. 

TABLE 9.-Decay of sapwood in 2-year-old chestnut slash, Natural Bridge National 
Forest, Va. 

[Based upon 1,000 measurem~Dts for eaeh diameter eiBS!!, on and ofI the ground) 

Number of fruiting bodies found in August, 1928 of-

Decay Schizo(per Polys- Polys- Polyp- Stere- Sterephylcent) tietus tictus Irpex orus Stere- umoch- umlumDiameter outside ot hir- versi- iacteus einna- umsp. raceo· Casci·com·bark sutus color barinus fiavum atummune 

.,,,,1<>,,, c:)-O -o"'=' QOC CD'd 'Q"Cf CP'C «DOC O"Cf cD"t,1 UJ't1 

5§5§ .Qo:l.<:lo:l :9~~§ .<:Io:l.<:lo:l :9§~§ .<:Io:l.<:lo:l :S~5§ :S§:J§ ~g~§~:s...,a::s ~:::3..,:J:::s ~::s~::s"~r'O 
CD~ Q't1 

Rol;:jO =o~o =00:1:0, &:01::10 g~8~ <l0=O ao !t::Q""'1"''''ol;Co~ o;,ol;C g~8~ OQol;i, g~g~ O~O!;C o~ol::c OQOIiO 
1---t------

I inch••••••••••••••••••• 87 87 6 5 5 1 3 2 2 2 3 0 3 1 2 1 1 12 inches ________________• 
31 34 8 0 2 0 4 7 1 4 18 1 6 0 2 1 2 03 inches ______•__________ 17 13 8 5 o 0 1 2 o 0 17 0 o 2 o 3 2 141nches_________________ 
11 11 9 3 o 2 o 2 o 2 12 0 1 1 o 0 3 0~-Over <I Incbes. _____•___ 6 o 0 o 1 1 0 8 0 o 0 o 0 2 0• =::---- 11 

TotaL ____________ 8~M-1------r- 
42 19 7 3 4 8 58 1 10 4 4 5 10 2 

--'--
Orand total ___• ___ ... _-_ ... _-- 61 10 22 12 59 14 9 12 

Because of the large amount of sapwood in proportion to heartwood 
in small slash, small debris in the forest is rapidly decayed by the sap
wood-rotting organisms. In the Natural Bridge National Forest 87 
per cent of the...wood in small slash was decayed after two years. 
This figure was obtained from measurements made on slash both on 
and off the ground. If there was any difference in the amount of 
decay of slash on and off the ground, it was so slight that it could not 
be measured in units of sixteenths of an inch. Table 9 shows that the 
percentage of decay in the slash (off the ground) of the 3-inch and 
particularly the 4-inch classes is relatively small, 13 and 11 per cent, 
respectively. This, as has been explained, is due to the large amount 
of heartwood present. 

Although it is well known that sapwood is generally less durable 
than heartwood, the difference in the rate of decay of sapwood and 
heartwood in chestnut is particularly striking, certainly more so than 
in such species as poplar and birch. In slash of the larger diameter 
classes the heartwood decays very slowly and seldom rots untillon~ 
after the sapwood has fallen away. Inasmuch as this heartwooa 

.. 
fII 

.~ 

t 

) 
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remains as a fire menace for years after logging, it is evident that the 
removal of the larger limbs for extract wood or for cordwood is even 
more important if this hazard is to be reduced within a short period.. 

FUNGI CAUSING DECAY OF SAPWOOD AND HEARTWOOD 

FUNGI ON SAPWOOD 11 

The majority of the fungi that are responsible for the decay of the 
sapwood in standing trees are also widely distributed ~eographically 
and are commOl} on chestnut slash. Although extensIve collections 
of both slash-rotting and other chestnut-inhabiting fungi have been 
made throughout the entire range of the American chestnut, only a 
few of the more important plants are mentioned in this bulletin. 

Polystictus pargamenus Fr. and POlypOTUS gil'/YUS Fr. are com
monly founa. on both standing trees and slash that still retain the bark. 
They are active in the disintegration of bridge timbers and cribbings 
and are capable of producing much decay in extract wood when 
it is stored for long periods. Polyst'ictus hirsutus Fr. and Polyporus 
cinnabarinus Fr. also produce much decay in extract and slash wood. 
P. cinnabarinus decays the sapwood of the larger prostrate limbs and 
is a common fungus on extract wood stored in the stack. The two 
last-mentioned fungi generally attack the larger slash (2 inches and 
over) which is on the ground. Other important fungi which decay 
slash timbers in the southern Appalachians and which were collected 
in the slash study already referred to under 5, page 2, are shown 
in Table 9. Although Poria, mutans PIc is not listed in this table, it is 
a very common fun~us which aids in the decay of old logs and of larger 
slash. This fungus IS more apt to be found where such lo~ occur in the 
forest before the timber is cut over and where the slash IS not exposed 
to the sun. 

Blight-killed sprouts, which are a decided fire menace in the 
forest, are attacked chiefly by the following sapwood-inhabiting 
fungi: Irpex lacteus Fr., Polyporus gilvus Fr., P. nidulans Fr., Poria 
mucida Fr., P.jerruginosa (Schrad.) Fr., Panus stipticus Fr., P. rudis 
Fr., Stereum sericeum Schw., S. rameale Schw., S. umbrinnm B. and 0., 
S. ochraceo-flavum Schw., and Peniophol'a cinerea (Pers.) Oooke. 

FUNGI ON HEARTWOoD 

It can be seen from Tables 6 and 8 that the most important cause of 
cull in green or dead standing chestnut is attributed to POlypoTUS 
spraguei, P. pilotae, and possibly P. sulphureus. Undoubtedly the 
majority of rots listed in these tables under" PolypOTUs spmguei type" 
and II PolypoT'us pilotae type" are respectively caused by these two 
fungi. The number of known infections of P. spraguei on the Ten
nessee areas studied, as is indicated by the number of logs and stumps 
actually showing fruiting bodies, is shown in Table 10. Fruiting 
bodies were actually found on 110, or 7.3 per cent, of the trees. 

II It 18 Impossible to sharply define those fungi which produce decay in the sapwood end heartwood. 
Pol1l811ctUl paTllamenu8, for Instance, frequently decays the heartwood under favorable conditions. 
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TABLE 10.-Number of living chestnut trees actually known to be infected with 
Polyporus spraguei, as indicated by the presence of fruiting bodies, in Sevier 
County, Tenn. 

Trees with Trees 
Area Site Total trees P. spraguel showing

fruiting fruiting
bodies bodies 

Number Number Per cent 
Little Dudley.................... Ridge top....................... 815 69 8. I) 


Do........................... Lower slope..................... 318 15 4. 7 

Roaring Fork ....._.... .......... Ridge top....................... 200 14 7.0 


Do........................... Lower slope..................... 163 12 7. , 

1-------4·------~--------

Total or average. .......... .................................. 1,496 110 I 7.3 


I Computed from total number of trees and total number with fruiting bodies. 

Structural timbers are attacked also by Polyporus sulphureus Fr. ~ 
P. spraguei B. and C., and in some regions Daedalea quercino, Fr., in 
addition to Polyporus pilotae Schw. Lenzites vialis Pk. is common on 
chestnut trees, and Trametes sepium Berk. is to be found almost 
invariably on chestnut poles and on other structural timbre·s. The 
large number of records of the important decay-producing fungi that 
were obtained from sections of the dead girdled trees and from green 
standing timber may be summarized as follows: 

Polyporus spraguei continues to develop in the larger pieces of slash after the 
tree has been wind thrown. This fungus was found fruiting on 30-year-old dead 
chestnut that had been on the ground for at least six years. P. spraguei fre-· 
quently has been found fruiting on old logs in chestnut forests elsewhere. This 
is an important item, in that there are relatively few fungi on record that produce 
both heart rot in living timber and also decay in fallen limb!! and slash on the 
ground. 

Polyporus 8ulphureus produces decay in chestnut heartwood in living timber, 
and not only has it been observed in these dead girdled trees that have been 
standing for a number of years, but its fruits have also been observed on lightning
killed snags in the forest, on fence posts, telegLaph poles, and logs. P. sul
phureus, therefore, decays the heartwood of living trees and attacks the larger 
slash as well. Although this fungus usually fruits at the base of the tree, it has 
been found occasionally 10 to 12 feet high. 

The fungi that infect the heartwood of dead standing trees are in general the 
same species that decay the heartwood in living trees. Inasmuch as cultures 
of the important and common fungi have been obtained from trees that have been 
dead for 3~, 8, 12, 15, and 25 year periods and seasoned on the stump, it is be
lieved that these heart-rotting fungi can continue to decay the heartwood after' 
the timber is cut. This fact is particularly important, in that such fungi may 
continue to develop in set pole timbers if conditions arc favorable for the growth 
of the heart-rotting fungus in chestnut. 

Polyporus spraguei and P. pilotae produce much of the decay in the deadwood 
and are contributory caUlies to windfall in such timber. 

The many cultures of mycelium obtained from the white-pocket decay areas. 
in the upper parts of the trunk indicate that P. pilotae decays much of the wood 
in the upper part of the bole in dead standing trees. 

Additional or new infection of heartwood in decorticated trees may be initiated 
in the large checks in which moisture may accumulate. 

CHECKING IN DEAD STANDING TIMBER 

Although chestnut heartwood is unusually durable, it is subject to· 
severe checking when allowed to die and season on the stump. Ob
servations on the permanent and temporary plots indicate that 
damaging checks do not ordinarily appear while the bark remains on 
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-the bole. The degree of checking seams to vary greatly in trees of 
the same size, even on similar sites. One to three checks usually run 
deep into the heartwood, occasionally extending the entire radial 
·distance. In small trees two radial checks frequently join so as to 
split practically the entire bole into two parts, which may render it 
unmerchantable for poles or lumber. 

In Table 11 the depth of the deepest check represents the deepest 
measurement that could be found on that check, while the depth at 
breastheight is the average depth of all checks over 1 foot long occur
ring at 4M feet above ground. The data in Table 12 were taken on 
trees that had been felled and bucked at measured lengths. The 
-check measurements were made as described on page 4. It was 
·observed that in hot, dry weather the depth of the checks oftentimes 

~ in<:reased one-fourth to one-half an inch within 24 hours after buck
ing, but tt:s did not continue appreciably after the first day. Ordi
narily the point is of little or no practical importance, since the result
ing fissures are negligible in thickness and probably do not extend 
more than an inch or two longitudinally beyond the cut face. 

'TABLE n.-Degree of checking measured on lltanding and wind-thrown chestnut 
trees 1 

First UHoot log 

Deepest check Checks over 1 foot 
Trees long

Tlme dead (years) T~es t~~~n I------~----I------~----
Average
depth at AverageLength Depth breast- length
height 

Numb ... P ... cent -;;;;- I'lldiu lruhu 1--;:;;-4 to 10________.____________________________ 184 
1.1 5.3 2.2 1.2 2.611 to 15_________________ ,,________________ 19S 

37.9 
'28 to 30____________________________________ 289 18.9 6.8 2.4, 1.6 4.4
16 to 20___________________________________ 402 66 2.3 1.31 3.7 
40_________________________________________ 27 77.3 7.9 2.4 1.4 4.1 

93.0 12.3 2.61 1.8 6.2 

I Depth of checks was determined by Inserting a thin celluloid rule Into the crevice. Many checks 
-wen actually one-half an Inch deeper than the measurements shown by the thin rule. 

, 
TABLE 12.-Degree of checking measured on bucked chestnut trees 

Checks over 1 footChecks over 1 toot Checks over 1 foot long at 12 to 16long at stump long at 32 feetfeet 
Time dead (years) Trees 

Average Average AverageDeepest Deepest Deepestdepth depth depth 

-
to 10_________________________ Numb ... lnck. Inchu Inclla In.1tu Inchu Inella

~ 

66 1.8 0.9 2.1 1.5 1.9 1.4 
115 2.3 1.5 2.9 1.& 2.1 1.5

11 to 15_________________________ 
18 to 20_________________________( :26 to 30_________________________ 47 2.8 1.7 3.9 2.1 3.3 1.7 

108 3.0 1.0 3.5 2.0 2.9 1.7 .... 

A comparison of Tables 11 and 12 indicates that the most serious 
-checking occurs during the first 10 years after death and that the 

. 
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increase for the following 20 years is comparatively small. N ellis, It;. 
in studying. deterioration of chestnut in the North, states: 

During the fifth year (after death) the bark usually falls from the trunk, and~ 
the totted sapwood, wh~ch is full of insect burrows, dries out and starts to peel off. 
On Long Island the sapwood was off all trees which had been dead seven years. 
The heartwood was hard and sound, but all trees under 18 inches in diameter
were so badly checked a/, to be unmerchantable. Checking starts in small trees 
ill the second year, and in all trees it is rapid from the fifth year on. 

This agrees with observations in the southern Appalachians, in 
that checkinO' is not serious while the bt:rk remains on the tree, but 
follows rapidly after decortication. The permanent and temporary 
plot records show that it is negligible on the first log up to the seventh 
year after death, but takes place very rapidly in the following three
years. An eX1l1anation of the unusua1ly shallow checks at stump-. 
height in the trees dead 3 to 10 years as shown in Table 12 may be 

FIGURE 4,-Dlstribution or largest cbecks measured 

that 38 per cent of the trees had been dead less than 7 years, in con
trast with the 18 per cent in the corresponding class in Table II. 

On practically all trees the checks were distributed evenly over the
circumference of the bole. It is interesting to note in Figure 4, 
however, that only 13 per cent of the largest checks occurred on the
north side, whereas 64 per cent were to the east and south sides. 
Table 12 indicates that checks on the small end of the first log will 
range from 1.5 to 2 inches in depth. This may be equivalent to a 
reduction in diameter of 3 to 4 inches where trees are to be sawed into 
lumber. 

LOSS AND SALVAGE 

The actual losses resuHin~ in the deterioration of blighli-killed 
timber in the southern Appalachians must be measured in terms of 

\I NELLI8. 1, O. oP. cit, (See tootnote 4.) 
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product. The sapwood is largely disintegrated in southern chestnut· 
by the end of the second year after death, and in trees that are slowly 
killed by the blight decay is evidenced on parts of the trunk before 
the tree is dead. The loss of sapwood from that part of the. tree which 

.-would be below the ground line if used for pole timber makes it imprac
ticable to utilize the attacked wood for treated poles, because the 
heartwood of chestnut is practically impervious to liquid preservatives. 
On the exposed parts of the butt-treated pole this makes little differ
ence and in most cases is desirable, as climbing is rather difficult so 
long as the decaying sapwood penr.sts. 

It might seem that decay in southern chestnut would progress more 
rapidly than that observed in such timber farther north, and par
ticularly so beca~~~~.j of the apparently more favorable conditions for 
fungous growth. 'rhese studies indicate that there is little difference 
in the rate of sapwood decay in northern and southern chestnut. 
Decay proceeds rapidly in both regions as long as the bark is retained. 

Although it was observed that southern blight-killed chestnut 
retains its bark for varying periods, it was found in general that the 
bark and sapwood are lost for utilization purposes after the third 
year. The volume reductions in this instance are considerable ior 
cordwood. Fortunately the sapwood in chestnut is narrow, which 
justifies the statement by Nellis 16 that "for sawed products (lumber 
dimension stuff, sawed ties, switch timbers, sawed fence posts, 
shingles, and slack staves and heading) sapwood injury may be dis
regarded, as it will slab off." 

The heartwood of chestnut remains sound on the stump for at 
least 25 years on some areas, and lumber has been manufactured out 
of southern chestnut that has been killed 10 years previous to the 
time of felling. These studies emphasize the already well-established 
fact that chestnut heartwood is very durable. Because of its excellent 
decay-resisting qualities, prolonged standing of the dead timber does 
not exclude the continued use of this species for many purposes. 
Furthermore, as there is a sufficient quantity of chestnut to meet 
commercial demands, it is evident that there is no reason, for the 
present at least, for users of many chestnut products to turn to other 
species. Trees that have been dead for 10 or more years, however, 
are subject to wind throw. In such wind-thrown timber deterioration 
progresses much more rapidly than it does in standing timber. 

The type of products obtained from future sales of blight-killed 
chestnut are in part dependent upon cull percentages, due to heart 
rots and wind-shake already in the tree. If, however, the tree is sound 
at the time of being killed by the blight, in aU probability there will be 
little or no loss in volume from center rot for the first 10 years after 
death. Although the prevalence of heart rot may vary widely with 
different stands, decay seems to be a more common defect in the 
stumps and first logs than in any other part of the tree. On areas 
where the timber is largely defective through wind-shake and rot, 
lumbering is economically impossible. Under favorable economic 
conditions this southern timber can be manufactured into extract, 
provided long hauls to the railroad are not necessary. 

Nelson and Gravatt 17 have found. that according to the method of 
analysis used (official method) the loss of tannin through the action 

"NIILLIB, 1. C. Op. cit. (See footnote (.j 
IJ NUSON, R. M., and GIUVAT'!', G. F. op. cit. (See footnote 6.) 
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of decay-producing fungi is not great. They were also unable to 
find Il.ny marked correlation between tannin content aud length of 
period dead, and so far as tannin content alone is concerned they state 
that trees can be profitably used for the manufacture of extract until 
decay makes them unfit for handling. Many of their samples were 
collected from trees used in the present work for the study of heart
wood decay and checking. 

Checking is responsible for the rejection of much timber that would 
otherwise be suitable for poles and lumber. Checks may also reduce 
the merchantable volume of saw logs. An accurate estimate of this 
reductjon would be impossible from the figures at hand. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 1 
Owing to the irregular rate of killing along the lon~itudinal axis of a J 

tree, it becomes impossible to obtain a wholly satIsfactory starting I 

point from which to study the deterioration of blight-killed timber. 
If death is considered to occur when the last tissue above stump 
height is killed, the condition of the upper parts of a tree is a poor 
criterion for judging the time of death. 

By the third year after death 96 per cent of the sapwood of the 
first log has decayed, and there is almost an eqenl area of loosened 
bark. 

By the fourth year after death the sapwood and bark are lost for 
utilization purposes. A large part of the bark, however, may hang 
-en until the seventh year and thus form a protection against severe 
checking up to that time. 

The sapwood averages about one-fourth of an inch in thickness and 
is largely decayed by the fifth year after death. Following decay of 
the sapwood, the heartwood in standing trees probably does not 
deteriorate more than an eighth of an inch from the outside in 20 or 
30 years. 

The percentage of volume loss from sapwood decay and bark falling 
increases inversely to the diameter of the tree and does not exceed 20 
per cent of the actual cubic volume of wood and bark in trees over 
16 inches d. b. h. This loss is negligible for saw timber. 

The heartwood in chestnut slash, whether on or off the ~ound, 
remains sound for many years. and pieces 3 inches or over in diameter 
-constitute a long-time fire hazard. 

Several of the important fungi that decay slash ill the forest are 
also the important fungi attacking the sapwood of standing trees. 
Polystictus pargamenus and PolypoTUS giltrus are especially active in 
.destroying the sapwood of both standing blight-killed chestnut and 
fallen or structural timbers that still retain the bark. PolystictU8 
hirsutus and POlypoTUs cinnabarinus are very common on slash. 

Polyporus spraguei, P. sulphureus, and in some of the northern 
sections of the Appalachians Daedalea quercina destroy the heartwood 
of standing timber and also attack the larger pieces of slash in the 
forest as well as structural timbers. 

The viable cultures of Polyporus pilotae, which were obtained from 
trees that had been in a dead standing condition for 12 or more years, 
indicate that this heart-rotting fungus found in green chestnut may 
continue to decay the heartwood after the death of the tree. This 
fact is particularly important in that such a fungus may continue to de
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velop in Bet pole timbers, if conditions are favorable fortha growth of 
the heart-rotting fungus in chestnut. It is also possible 1ihat P. pilotae 

I' may infect dead standing timber. Other fun~i resemblk~g the mycelia. 
of P. spraguei and P. sulphureus were obtamed from dead standing 
timber. 

There is no relation between the number of decayed de~d standing 
trees and the number of :fears such trees have been dead. The rate 
of heartwood decay in timber seasoned on the stump, howev€f, may 
be very slow. On one area studied, over 70 per cent of thl' first 
logs and 83 per cent of the second logs were sound, even thoug1' the 
trees had been dead for 25 years. 

Few areas are known on which dead trees have been standing for 
more than 30 years. After the trees are wind thrown the progress of 
decay is more rapid than in dead standing timber. On one area only 
12 per cent of the first logs and 29 per cent of the second logs were 
sound in such windfallen trees. This 30-year dead timber had been 
on the ground for approximately 10 years. 

Although heartwood decay is common in both living and dead 
chestnut, it is not generally extensive enough in the individual trees 
to prevent utilization. Timber left standing for one year after death 
is nearly as good as green timber for treated poles, and fortunately 
such pole timbers can be salvaged from the stand two and sometimes 
three years after death. It is possible to manufacture lumber from 
dead standing chestnut for at least four years after the death of the 
tree, and 10 or more years on some areas. The use of chestnut in 
the manufacture of pulp end. extract wood affords aD outlet for much 
of the blight-killed timber. It was pointed out that tests made on 
some wood observed for these decay studies indicated that the per
centage of tannin in trees which had been dead 25 to 30 years is not 
materially less than that in living chestnut. Defect is most prevalent 
in the basal sections of the tree. Ordinarily much of this defect 
may he butted off and the wood surrounding the doaty or hollow 
portions can be utilized by extract plants. 

Ohecking takes place most rapidly after decortication, i. e., beLween 
6 and 10 years after death, and may reduce the volume and quality 
of lumber, especially in the smaller timber classes. 
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